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simbol x is a high energy astrophysics mission dedicated to hard x ray imaging and
spectroscopy in the 0 5 100 kev x ray band the several orders of magnitudes of
improvement in angular resolution and sensitivity over all instruments which have operated
so far in hard x rays is obtained by using grazing incidence optics in a very long focal plane
length telescope allowed by the new formation flying technology the breakthrough in
instrumentation will power a new window in astrophysics and cosmology and will offer a
large discovery space crucial advancements in black hole physics and census and particle
accelerations mechanisms will be possible these define the core science objectives of the
mission the symposium consists of presentations on all aspects relevant to this mission
both from the technical and scientific approaches the fourth in a series of major
international conferences in the field of gamma ray astronomy attended by leading experts
as well as young scientists from many universities and research centers the symposium
covered the basic observational and many theoretical topics related to ground and space
based gamma ray astronomy astroparticle physics and cosmology the glast symposia
provide a forum for the exchange of information across a broad range of scientific
investigations glast nasa s new gamma ray observatory opens a new window into the
universe glast data will enable scientists to answer questions that arise within a broad
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range of topics including super massive black hole systems pulsars gamma ray bursts the
origin of cosmic rays and searches for signals of new physics this is the sixth edition in a
series of workshops on high energy gamma ray experiments following the ones held in
perugia 2002 bari 2004 cividale del friuli 2005 elba island 2006 and villa mondragone 2007
the year the focus is on the region known by the acronym vhe very high energy bridging
the gap between gev and tev the physics that lies in this region is of the utmost importance
to improve our knowledge of many different astrophysical sources like pulsars agns grbs
and our understanding of the main components of the extragalactic background light ebl an
update is given on the current and planned research for spaceborne and ground based
experiments dedicated to the observation of the gamma ray sky vols for 1964 have guides
and journal lists
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simbol x is a high energy astrophysics mission dedicated to hard x ray imaging and
spectroscopy in the 0 5 100 kev x ray band the several orders of magnitudes of
improvement in angular resolution and sensitivity over all instruments which have operated
so far in hard x rays is obtained by using grazing incidence optics in a very long focal plane
length telescope allowed by the new formation flying technology the breakthrough in
instrumentation will power a new window in astrophysics and cosmology and will offer a
large discovery space crucial advancements in black hole physics and census and particle
accelerations mechanisms will be possible these define the core science objectives of the
mission the symposium consists of presentations on all aspects relevant to this mission
both from the technical and scientific approaches
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the fourth in a series of major international conferences in the field of gamma ray
astronomy attended by leading experts as well as young scientists from many universities
and research centers the symposium covered the basic observational and many theoretical
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topics related to ground and space based gamma ray astronomy astroparticle physics and
cosmology

High Energy Gamma-Ray Astronomy
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the glast symposia provide a forum for the exchange of information across a broad range of
scientific investigations glast nasa s new gamma ray observatory opens a new window into
the universe glast data will enable scientists to answer questions that arise within a broad
range of topics including super massive black hole systems pulsars gamma ray bursts the
origin of cosmic rays and searches for signals of new physics
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this is the sixth edition in a series of workshops on high energy gamma ray experiments
following the ones held in perugia 2002 bari 2004 cividale del friuli 2005 elba island 2006
and villa mondragone 2007 the year the focus is on the region known by the acronym vhe
very high energy bridging the gap between gev and tev the physics that lies in this region
is of the utmost importance to improve our knowledge of many different astrophysical
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sources like pulsars agns grbs and our understanding of the main components of the
extragalactic background light ebl an update is given on the current and planned research
for spaceborne and ground based experiments dedicated to the observation of the gamma
ray sky
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